We introduce a 3D model for a motile rod-shaped bacterial cell with a single polar flagellum which is based on the configuration of a monotrichous type of bacteria such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa. The structure of the model bacterial cell consists of a cylindrical body together with the flagellar forces produced by the rotation of a helical flagellum. The rod-shaped cell body is composed of a set of immersed boundary points and elastic links. The helical flagellum is assumed to be rigid and modeled as a set of discrete points along the helical flagellum and flagellar hook. A set of flagellar forces are applied along this helical curve as the flagellum rotates. An additional set of torque balance forces are applied on the cell body to induce counter-rotation of the body and provide torque balance. The three dimensional Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible fluid are used to described the fluid dynamics of the coupled fluid-microorganism system using Peskin's immersed boundary method. A study of numerical convergence is presented along with simulations of a single cell and the interaction of two model cells.
Introduction
Many bacteria commonly found in nature and in the human body exhibit some form of motility.
Motile bacteria are able to migrate towards regions which contain more oxygen or nutrients and can move away from toxic regions [5, 12, 20] . In flagellated bacteria, a rotational motor, embedded in the cell body, turns a rigid helical flagellum [6, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 11] . Most motile bacteria move by the use of one or more flagella and are able to swim in a viscous fluid environment [85] . Alternative forms of bacterial motility include gliding in myxobacteria [96, 104, 52, 40] and the complex swimming mechanisms of spirochaetes [25, 105] . Bacterial swarming on surfaces is also facilitated by flagella [58] . Flagellated bacteria include strains of Escherichia coli (E. coli), Salmonella typhimurium and Pseudomonas aeruginosa which play an important role in human disease.
Motile strains of E. coli and salmonella typically have a small number of flagella distributed about the outside of the bacterial cell body. The study of peritrichously flagellated bacteria such as E. coli has received considerable attention [31, 12, 68, 13, 24, 14, 15, 74, 16, 76, 79, 29] . However, many bacterial strains such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa have a single flagellum at one end of a rodshaped body or a pair of flagella, one at each end [91, 39] . Pseudomonas aeruginosa is commonly seen in nosocomial and urinary tract infections and in cystic fibrosis and can have considerable antibiotic resistance [94, 30] .
The study of the hydrodynamics of swimming has a rich history beginning with Gray's experimental studies on the motility of swimming organisms including marine worms, snakes, spermatozoa, as well as cilia [53, 54, 55] . Taylor [97, 98, 99] analyzed the swimming of organisms using small amplitude and low Reynolds number assumptions and compared his results with Gray's experimental data. Hancock [57] introduced a model for the flagellum in which the velocity of the flagellar filament was represented by distributions of stokeslets and dipoles distributed along the flagellar centerline. Gray and Hancock [56] developed a simplified resistive force theory (RFT) to derive an expression for the propulsive velocity of sea-urchin spermatozoa. Machin [75] and Brokaw [22, 21, 23] investigated the propagation of spermatozoa bending waves in sinusoidal and nonsinusoidal form for free swimming organisms. Batchelor [2] and Cox [28] developed a slender body theory (SBT) for Stokes flow. Lighthill [70, 71] developed an alternative slender body theory, to be described later, and suggested more advanced modifications of the resistive force coefficients of Gray and Hancock. Childress [25] gave a formal proof of Lighthill's slender body theorem for an infinite flagellum. Johnson and Brokaw [67] investigated and compared the distinctions between (RFT) and (SBT) on forces, bending and shear moments. They found agreement of the two theo-ries on energy expenditure estimates by increasing the Gray and Hancock (RFT) drag coefficients.
Higdon [60, 61, 59 ] studied the hydrodynamics of microorganism swimming using stokeslets, dipoles and rotlets to represent the cell body and applied slender body theory to represent the flagellum with a set of stokeslets and dipoles. A similar approach was used by Ramia, et al [86] to study microorganism motility. Gebremichael, et al [50] developed a model for bacterial flagellar hydrodynamics using a particle based elastic network model for the flagellum coupled with smooth-particle hydrodynamics [80] . They investigated the rotational instabilities of an elastic helix within and without a fluid environment and found that whirling instabilities were damped by the fluid but would appear at high rotational velocities. The instability of rotating elastic filaments has been studied by Wolgemuth, et al [106] . An immersed boundary model was used by Lim and Peskin [72] to study the whirling instability of an elastic rod.
In the bacterial swimming model introduced here, we include the three-dimensional fluid dynamics of the Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible fluid flow, the mechanics of a bacterial rod-shaped body and the forces due to the rotation of the bacterial flagellum. The model strictly enforces conservation of momentum, as well as angular momentum, and thus provides a realistic description of bacterial swimming. The formulation of this fluid-mechanical model is based on the immersed boundary (IB) method, first introduced by Charles Peskin [81] in 1977 to model blood flow in the human heart. This method [82] provides both a modeling framework and numerical method for studying the interaction of incompressible fluid flow and immersed elastic structures.
The (IB) method has been employed in a variety of applications including the study of blood flow in the heart [82] , blood vessels [102, 93] , deformation of blood cells [19] , platelet aggregation and adhesion in blood clotting [46, 43, 47, 103] , signal transduction by cochlea [17, 51] , flow and transport in a renal arteriole [1], ameboid motion [18] , swimming and microorganism motility [45, 44, 36, 41, 42, 27] , ciliary and sperm motility [33, 32, 108] as well as applications in developmental biology [37, 90] and tumor growth [89, 88, 38] .
In (IB) methods, fluid velocities are computed at each time step over the entire domain. Here, as in many (IB) applications, we use a regular Cartesian grid so that the numerical solution of the fluid equations can be efficiently computed using Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) methods. The availability of the fluid velocity field allows us to advect fluid markers in order to visualize the flow fields and fluid mixing. Additional bacterial cells can be added with little additional computational cost. An overview of the bacterial swimming model is given in Section 2. A detailed description of the mathematical model and numerical method is given in Section 3. In Section 4, we show simulation results for a single model cell including detailed studies of numerical convergence and the dependence of swimming speed on the model parameters. In Section 5, we investigate the interaction of two swimming cells as well as interaction of a larger group of model cells. In the Discussion, we summarize our results and discuss how the model results compare with experiments and previous studies.
A 3D Bacterial Swimming Model
We introduce a three-dimensional model for a motile rod-shaped bacterium with a single polar flagellum. An earlier version of this model was described in [63] . The model bacterial cell, shown in Figure 1 , consists of a cylindrical body together with flagellar forces. The bacterial cell body is constructed from a set of immersed boundary points and elastic links. The bacterial flagellum, and the rotational forces due to the bacterial motor are represented in an idealized fashion. We represent the bacterial flagellum as a set of discrete points along a cylindrical helix and flagellar hook. We assume that the flagellum is rigid and impose a fixed rotational velocity. The counter rotation of the bacterial cell body is induced by torque balance forces applied to the cell body. At each point in time, the model bacterial cell applies a zero net force and a zero net rotational force or torque to the surrounding fluid. The net force and net torque are obtained by a summation of the individual contributions to the force and torque over the entire bacterial model organism.
The flagellar forces drive the fluid motion and the swimming of the bacterial cell. We represent the fluid mechanics by means of the three-dimensional time dependent Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flow. Since the Reynolds number for bacterial swimming is on the order of 10 −5 [25] , the Stokes equations could be used for this model.
The Rod-Shaped Bacterial Cell Body
The 3D rod-shaped bacterial model, as shown in Figure 1 , is designed to model the motility of a neutrally buoyant bacterium with a single polar flagellum. The bacterial cell body is modeled by a set of immersed boundary points connected by elastic links to form the cylindrical structure of a rod-shaped bacterium. The rigidity of the cell body is obtained by employing elastic links with sufficient stiffness. Figure 2 shows the configuration of the cell body from several view points. As shown in the left panel of Figure 2 , the body is composed of annular rings. Each of the rings is constructed with a discrete set of immersed boundary points and elastic links. As shown in the 
Flagellar Hydrodynamics
Lighthill analyzed bacterial flagellar motion by considering the distribution of stokeslets and dipoles along a helical flagellum [71] . A stokeslet represents the flow generated by a concentrated force f acting at a point of fluid governed by the Stokes equations with momentum equation
and continuity equation
where u is the fluid velocity, p is pressure, f is a force vector, and δ is the Dirac delta function.
The associated stokeslet velocity field can be represented as
Dipoles, also known as source doublets, represent the combined flow field due to a combination of a source and sink that merge at a single singular point. Each source and sink can be derived from the gradient of a scalar potential and satisfy the homogeneous Stokes equations (1) and (2) with f = 0.
In Lighthill's analysis, the flagellar velocity generated by a helical flagellum is represented as a distributions of stokeslets along the helical filament and a dipole chosen to satisfy the no-slip boundary condition at the flagellum. Under the assumption that the ratio of the flagellar radius a to the flagellum length L is small [25] , the flagellar velocity w can be represented in terms of the flagellar force distribution f approximately as
where s is the distance along the centerline of the flagellum, f The rotation of a helical spiral with constant radius and constant pitch can be represented by the equations
where b, κ and ω are the radius, period and angular velocity at time t. The wavelength with respective to s is given by Λ = 2π κ and the wavelength or pitch with respect to x is given by λ. Hence, α = λ/Λ < 1 be defined as the contraction of the spiral. Then from periodicity,
If the wave travels along the spiral with a velocity c, then the wave velocity on the X-axis is given by V = αc. The force f (s) per unit length along the centerline at t = 0 can be approximated by
for some constants g and h.
In the 2D (IB) model of bacterial swimming described in [36] the flagellar forces were obtained by projecting Lighthill's flagellar force (5) onto the 2D plane. In our 3D model we represent the flagellar force at each point x(s) on the cylindrical flagellar helix by a general equation of the form
Here the unit radial vector R(s) points in the direction of the outward normal to the helical cylinder at x(s), the unit axial vector N is aligned with the flagellar axis and the unit tangent is given by We assume that the length of the rod-shaped cell body with radius r is twice its diameter and that the helical flagellum has two pitches, that is L = 4r. The model bacterial flagellum consists of two parts, (1) a helical filament with constant amplitude r h and (2) a helical "hook" with a variable radius that tapers from r h down to zero and connects the main part of the flagellum to the cell body at the centroid of the disk on the lower end of the bacterial body. The two components of the flagellum can be described mathematically by the equations in cylindrical coordinates for the cylindrical helical filament in component (1)
and the hook in component (2)
where α is a ratio of the amplitude r h of the flagellum to the radius r of the cell body. L hook is the length of the hook. For simplicity, we take L hook = L/4. In the illustrations shown in Figures 
Mathematical Model and Numerical Algorithm
The general form of the (IB) mathematical model can be described by Equations (9)- (12) .
Figure 4: Flagellar and torque balance forces.
where x and s are the Eulerian and Lagrangian variables and δ(x) is the Dirac delta function.
Equations (9) and (10) are the Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid. Here ρ is the fluid density, µ, the fluid viscosity, u, the fluid velocity and p, the pressure. The bacterial cell body and its flagellum are considered as an immersed boundary and denoted by X(s, t) with an associated force density f (s, t) representing the elastic forces of the bacterial cell. The Lagrangian forces generated by the bacterium f (s, t) are communicated to the Eulerian fluid domain in the calculation of F(x, t) by Equation (11) . This force field F(x, t) drives the fluid motion in Equations (9) . The bacterial structure X(s, t) moves at the local fluid in Equation (12) . The F(x, t) term in the Navier-Stokes equation (9) is the force density over the Eulerian computational domain taken as a cube or a rectangular parallelepiped. The force density of the 3D bacterial model includes those forces due to the elasticity of the microbial cell wall, the swimming force field due to the flagellar hydrodynamics and the rotational torque force on the cell body. These can be summarized by the formula
where F body is the elastic force density due to the elasticity of the bacterial cell body, F swim is the flagellar force, and F rotate is the torque balance force that drives the counter rotation of the bacterial cell body. The various contributions to the Eulerian force field in Equation (14) are obtained from the Lagrangian force defined on the model bacterial cell f (s, t) = f body + f swim + f rotate (14) and communicated to the Eulerian fluid domain by Equation (11) where f body is the elastic force due to the elasticity of the bacterial cell body, f swim is the flagellar force, and f rotate is the torque balance force which drives the counter rotation of the bacterial cell body. A detailed description of each term will given below.
In our 3D bacterial model, we discretize the cell body to obtain a set of immersed boundary
, N P and N R are the number of points on each annular ring and the number of annular rings on the body, k = 1 on the outer cylinder, k = 2 on the inner cylinder. There are three types of links:
• Horizontal links on the outer and inner rings. These are links between the immersed boundary points on the same ring X i,j,k and X i±p,j,k for p = 1, 2, 3
• Vertical links between adjacent layers. These are links between the immersed boundary points
• Links between inner and outer rings on the same level or annulus. These are links between the immersed boundary points X i,j,k and X i±p,j,k for p = 0, 1, 2
The force contribution on the immersed boundary point X q due to the elastic link with the immersed boundary point X r is given by Hook's law for a linear elastic spring
where S qr and L qr are the spring force constant and resting length of the link between the two immersed boundary points. The force on X r is given by f rq = −f qr The total force on the immersed boundary point X q is the sum of forces f q = f qr where the sum is over all immersed boundary links to X q . The total cell body force is given by f body = (f q ). A discretized version of Equation (11) is used to interpolate the Lagrangian force f q to the Eulerian grid and obtain F q , hence
Torque and Flagellar Forces
Torque balance forces f rotate and F rotate We let N be the unit axial vector aligned with the cell body axis, and R ij , the unit outward normal vector to the cylindrical body at X ij1 . The magnitude of the torque force constant c t is chosen to obtain torque balance with the torque forces induced by the rotation of the flagellum and will be defined in the torque balance equation (21) . The unit tangential vector T ij at the immersed boundary points X ij1 is found by the cross product of N and R ij
The total torque balance force f rotate in Equation (14) at the cell's outer immersed boundary points X ij1 can be represented as a vector field f rotate = (c t T ij ). Since the cell body maintains a rigid cylindrical shape we can set R i = R ij and T i = T ij . The total torque balance force F rotate in Equation (13) is given by
Swimming force f swim and F swim
The unit flagellar force vector u i f at the immersed boundary point X f i of the flagellum is defined as
where the flagellar force f f i is given by
where R i , T i and N are the unit radial, tangent and axial vectors at the flagellar point X f i , with constant coefficients A, B, C. The total swimming force f swim in Equation (14) can be represented as a vector field (c f u i f ). The total swimming force F swim in Equation (13) is given by
Here X f i is the (IB) point on the flagellum where 1 ≤ i ≤ N P N H and N H is the number of pitches on the filament.
Torque Balance
The torque generated by the rotation of the flagellum and the body must be balanced under the conservation of angular momentum. The magnitude of the torque generating forces on the body r radius of the cell body. must balance the torque produced from the flagellar force. The torque balance equation (21) is given as follows:
since N = R i × T i and unit tangential component
The first term on the left-hand side of the equation represents the torque generated by the flagellar hook. The second term on the left is the torque produced by the main flagellar component with constant amplitude αr where α is the ratio of the amplitude of the cylindrical helix to the radius r of cell body. The term on the right hand side of the equation is the torque driving the body rotation. The parameters for equation (21) are summarized in Table 1 . After simplification we obtain an expression for the body force constant c t as a function of the flagellar force constant c f and angle θ between the flagellar force u i f and the tangent T i ,
The derivation is provided in the Appendix.
In order to maintain conservation of momentum and angular momentum, the sum of all forces and of all torque forces produced by the model bacterial cell must sum to zero. This condition is automatically satisfied by the cell body forces because they are represented as elastic links and 
Numerical Solution of the Model Equations
The numerical method for solving the model equations (9)- (12) is based on Peskin's immersed boundary method. The fluid domain is discretized using a uniform 3D rectangular grid. The fluid variables u n , p n , and F n are defined at time t n at these grid points. Similarly, as described above, the cell body, and flagellum are discretized to obtain immersed boundary points X i,j,k for the cell body and X f i for the flagellum. Once the force density F is determined we can solve the Navier Stokes equations (9) and (10) with periodic boundary conditions using efficient Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) methods. Here we use a method that is similar to one used by Peskin and McQueen [83, 84, 77, 78] . This method is also described in Dillon and Othmer [37] . Equations (9) and (10) are discretized using finite differences. In the discretized equation we use a semi-implicit method in which the fluid velocities on the right hand side of (9) and the pressure p in Equation (9) are represented at time t n+1 . We use a forward difference scheme for the time derivative and an upwind scheme for the nonlinear momentum term (u · ∇)u. The fluid velocities in the momentum term are represented at time t n as is the force field F. The resulting system of algebraic equations is solved using FFT methods. The approximate 3D Dirac delta function δ h (x) in (11) and (12) is the product of three continuous functions,
, where h is the mesh width and d(r) is shown in Equation (24) .
This form for the delta function was introduced by Peskin 1977 [81] . The compact support of this approximate delta function lends itself to efficient computation as the forces from each immersed boundary point are interpolated to a small number of nearby grid points. Detailed descriptions of the immersed boundary method can be found in [82, 45, 36, 35] .
The algorithm of the immersed boundary method is summarized as follows. At time t n we have the fluid velocities u n and current configuration of the bacterial cell body X n . In order to find the fluid velocities and configuration of the cell at time t n+1 , we:
1. Find the force densities f body and f rotate from the location of the cell's immersed boundary points X n and elastic link structure.
2. Determine the location of the flagellar immersed boundary points X f . We assume that the flagellar reference frame moves with the cell body. We calculate the location and orientation of the flagellar reference frame from X n , determine the updated flagellar configuration X f at the new rotation angle θ n .
3. Calculate the flagellar force f swim from the updated flagellar configuration X f .
4. Spread the force densities f body , f rotate , and f swim using the approximate delta function to obtain the Eulerian force distribution F n+1 in Equation (11).
5. Solve the Navier Stokes equation (9) and (10) for the fluid velocity u n+1 .
6. Advect the cell's immersed boundary points at the local fluid velocity using u n+1 in Equation (12) to obtain X n+1 .
Numerical Simulations of Bacterial Swimming
In this section, we present numerical results for a single model bacterial cell. In We show values of the fluid viscosity, fluid density, fluid grid size and computational time step in Table 2 . In Table 3 of the computational domain varies, the dimensions will be reported with the discussion of each simulation. Changes in the parameter values will be indicated where appropriate.
Centroid Trajectory and Fluid Dynamics Studies
Cross sections of the fluid velocity field
We show planar views of the initial fluid velocity fields for the flagellar cross sections in Figure   5 and cell body cross sections in Figure 6 . 
Centroid trajectories
In Figure 7 we show the centroid trajectories of our model cell. when viewed from below. In Figure 7 (b), the centroid trajectory is shown for a total swimming time of 1.0833 seconds. Aside from the differences in run times, the two simulations are identical.
There is a 1:22 difference in the spatial scales shown in the two figures. In this simulation, the computational domain is 10 × 10 × 40µm 3 with a 16 × 16 × 64 computational grid. The bacterial swimming velocity is 17.2µm/sec.
Flagellar parameters
Here we investigate the dependence of the centroid speed, cell body rotational speed, and flagellar torque on key flagellar parameters. Recall that the unit flagellar force u i f depends on the constants A, B, and C in Equation 19 which we repeat here.
In Lighthill's analysis, described in Section 2. Table 4 : Swimming speed and torque with tangential and axial flagellar force.
We also consider the case with nonzero radial force component A. We set the axial component C = 0. A summary of the results are shown in Figure 8 . Here θ is the angle between the tangential BT and radial AR components of the flagellar force. Thus, θ = 0 degrees when A = 0 and B = −1, while θ = 90 degrees when A = −1 and B = 0. As shown in the top panel of Figure 8 , the centroid swimming speed increases with θ. In the middle and bottom panels of Figure 8 , we see that the rotational speed and torque decrease to zero as θ increases to 90 degrees.
Torque produced by the bacterial motor of E. coli show a nearly constant torque over a range of 0 to 200 Hz, depending upon temperature [14, 48, 49, 107] and up to 300 Hz in the Na + driven motor of Vibrio alginolyticus [95] . Stall torque estimates vary from 350 pN nm for Caulobacter crescentus [69] , 1260 pN nm for E. coli [87] and 4000 pN nm for V. alginolyticus [95] . For comparison, we see that the computed flagellar torque shown in Table 4 for the 0.2 micron amplitude model bacterial cell converts to 5640 pN nm. This is closer to the motor torque produced in V. alginolyticus. 
Numerical Convergence Study
Previous convergence studies of the immersed boundary method demonstrate that the method is first-order convergent in space [83, 92] . Peskin and McQueen [83] have shown the convergence is quadratic in spatial regions away from immersed boundaries. In our convergence study of the The velocity fields were compared at time t = 1.4 × 10 −6 seconds which corresponds to 10 time steps on the coarsest grid. The computation on the finest grid of dimension 128 × 128 × 256 required ten hours of CPU time running on a single processor on the AMD cluster at the Center for Computational Science at Tulane University. The bacterial cell size is shown in Table 3 . On each grid, the size of the cell body and flagellum are fixed. The number of (IB) points on the cell body and the flagellum are doubled with each grid refinement without changing the position of corresponding (IB) points on the coarser grids. The flagellar force constant c f is reduced by a factor of 1/2 on each grid refinement since the number of flagellar points is doubled. The torque force constant c t is determined from the torque balance equation (23) .
, where h is the grid size of the finest scheme. The velocity
, and u 32 = u exact + c(8h) p + O(h p ) where c is a constant. We compute the ratios k 0 and k 1 given by
The convergence rate estimates p 0 and p 1 are given by p 0 = ln(
ln (2) and p 1 = ln(
In Table 5 we show convergence results for the centroid velocity and rotational velocity of the cell body. In Table 6 we show convergence results in several vector norms for the fluid velocity field over the entire computational domain. The velocity field on each grid is obtained from the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. The error between velocities on the various grids is taken at each point of the domain on the coarsest grid. From Table 5 , we see that the apparent convergent rate improves on the finer grids. We obtain p 0 ≈ 2.175 for the centroid velocities, which is consistent with the second order convergence and p 0 ≈ 1.025 for the rotational velocities which is consistent with first order convergence. From Table 6 , the convergence rates for the fluid velocity on the computational domain are p 0 ≈ 1.339 in the L 1 -norm. p 0 ≈ 1.422 in the L 2 -norm, and p 0 ≈ 1.668
in the L ∞ -norm which are consistent with first order convergence. The convergence rates on the finer set of grids (p 0 ) are consistently better than on the coarser set of grids (p 1 ).
Simulation of Model Bacterial Runs
The trajectory of a wild-type bacterial E. coli strain AW405 has the characteristics of a random walk composed of alternating run and tumble modes [8] . A typical bacterial run has a duration of about 1 second. In Figure 9 , we show simulation results for a model cell with an overall run time of 1.0833 seconds. This is performed on a computational domain of 10 × 10 × 40 µm 3 and a 16 × 16 × 64 computational grid. The computational parameters are given in Table 2 . The time interval between frames is 0.5416 seconds and the average swimming speed is 16.61 µm/sec. The series of snapshots shown in Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the fluid dynamics with fluid markers. A central layer of fluid markers in the computational domain is shown in Figure 10 as the bacterium swims upwards in the XZ-view. Figure 11 show the same simulation in the YZ-view along with Table 5 : Convergence study of the body centroid and rotational velocity.
fluid markers in the central layer of the computational domain. The series of snapshots in Figure 12 illustrate the fluid dynamics around the cell body while the bacterium swims upward. Figure 13 illustrates the fluid dynamics with fluid markers placed near the cell and fluid markers placed at each grid point.
Forward and Backward Runs
The bacterial motor is capable of reversing its direction of rotation. Howard Berg noted that bacterial cells with a single polar flagella such as Vibrio metchnikovii, could swim steadily forward but could reverse direction and swim backwards in response to changes in the environment [4] . Here in Figure 14 computational grid and computational parameters given in Table 2 . The net swimming speeds in Fluid vel. 
Interaction Between Two Model Cells
The interaction between two swimming bacterial cells has been studied experimentally by Liu and Papadopoulos [74, 73] and Ishikawa and Hota [65] . Bacterial hydrodynamical interaction was also considered in [36] . The details of the hydrodynamic interaction between two model swimming cells depends on the initial orientations and locations of the model cells. In this study, we assume that the model cells are identical and swim with a CCW rotation in the forward direction. We restrict our study to special cases of initial cell orientation and location. In Section 5.1 we show simulations of cells swimming in the same direction in parallel with the Z-axis, while in Section 5.2, we show simulation results for two cells swimming in opposite directions.
Our numerical algorithm requires only minor modifications to include more than one model cell. In the multicell model, the force term in Equation (14) for the single cell model is replaced by
where nc is the number of bacterial cells. 
Same Direction
We place two identical model cells adjacent to each other so that each cell's flagellar axis is initially Table   2 .
In Figure 17 
Opposite Directions with Vertical Offset
In this section, we investigate the swimming patterns of two bacterial cells swimming in opposite directions in a 20 × 20 × 40µm 3 domain with a 32 × 32 × 64 computational grid. The computational parameters are shown in Table 2 are shown in Figure 21 .
The frame interval is 0.13 seconds. The initial locations of the cells are shown in Figure 21 (a).
In Figure 21 analogous trajectory. Figure 22 shows the XZ-view of this simulation. A detail of the close range interaction is shown in Figure 23 . In the YZ-view shown in Figure 24 , we see both model cells swimming initially within the XZ-plane but eventually veer toward the right and swim out of the XZ-plane.
Hydrodynamic Interaction Between Multiple Bacterial Cells
In the (IB) method with a fixed grid such as used here, the additional computational cost of including more model cells is small compared to the computational cost of solving the full Navier- [62, 66] , pattern formation in biofilm [35, 34] or bacterial veil formation [100, 101, 26] would require significantly more model cells as well as a much larger computational grid. As a step toward a simplified bacterial model and the eventual study of the complex behavior of many swimming bacteria, we employ here a simplified model bacterial cell Figure 11 : YZ-view of a bacterium swimming with one layer of fluid markers.
with only 6 immersed boundary points on each ring and 7 layers of annular rings. We show, in Figure 25 
Discussion
In this paper, we have described a computational model for a 3D flagellated bacterial cell based on the (IB) method for studying the motility of monotrichous rod-shaped bacteria such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa. The 3D model was loosely based on an earlier 2D model developed in [36] where the flagellar forces were represented by a set of four to eight discrete forces with a spherical cell body represented as a circular elastic structure. Here, we have developed a 3D rod-shaped cell body consisting of annular rings composed of immersed boundary points and interconnected with elastic links. The double layer of the cell body structure mimics the structure of the bacterial cell wall and provides rigidity for the cell. In this model the elastic flagellum structure has been replaced by a set of forces which produce fluid flow and propel the cell body forward or backward.
The flagellar forces are applied to the fluid on a rotating curve of a helical flagellum. In all of the simulations shown, the total force and total torque applied to the fluid by the model bacterial cell sums to zero.
We demonstrated that the bacterial model cell swims under a variety of flagellar configurations including those that are consistent with the Lighthill model. We discovered that the bacterial model can swim at typical bacterial speeds with a torque produced by the flagellum on the fluid that is somewhat higher than that produced by typical bacterial motors. We presented a detailed numerical convergence study of the numerical model and method showing convergence rates that are consistent with previous (IB) convergence studies. An important feature of this model is the ability to simulate bacterial swimming times of 1 second or more. All of the results shown here were obtained from computer simulations that were run on a single AMD or Intel processor. In our preliminary investigation of the hydrodynamic interaction of two model cells, we found very strong coupling between cells when the cells were in close proximity.
We have also considered the interaction of the model cell with rigid and elastic walls that shows a behavior consistent with experimental work. This study will be reported in [64] . We are in the process of developing an (IB) model for an elastic bacterial flagellum and bacterial motor, as well as simplified 3D models for studying multicell interactions. 
Appendix
From the torque balance equation Equation ( 
